Introduction
Grinding is a widely used machining operation that accounts for about 20-25 percent of the machining costs in industrialized countries ͓1͔. The interaction kinematics of a grinding process are fairly complex due to the random distribution of uneven cutting edges on the wheel surface. The ability to control surfaces in grinding depends, to a large extent, on the knowledge of the wheel and workpiece surfaces and their interaction. The objective of this study is to provide an understanding of the surface interactions in a grinding process. This study investigates the frequency characteristics of grinding wheels and utilizes an integrated grinding wheel surface and grinding process simulation model.
In Part 1 of this paper, a model was established for surface texture generation in a grinding operation. Part 2 of this paper is directed at establishing a wheel texture model to supplement the model developed in Part 1. Following a review of the relevant literature, this paper describes the frequency decomposition of the grinding wheel surface. It presents the theoretical background on the 2-D Fourier transforms necessary for the frequency decomposition, and it describes studies made to understand the structural composition of the wheel surface from its spectrum. In addition, a wheel surface is simulated with critical frequency components only. Next, simulation studies and their results are discussed. Finally, the research in this paper is summarized and relevant conclusions are presented.
Literature Review
Research pertaining to this paper may be studied under two categories:
͑i͒ Grinding process modeling with topographic considerations, ͑ii͒ Mathematical modeling of surfaces. This paper is concerned with the kinematics of the grinding process; therefore, research involving only topographic considerations of grinding processes is discussed in this section. Topographic models of grinding processes have been developed by Sato ͓2͔, Nakayama and Shaw ͓3͔, Reichenbach ͓4͔, Chen et al. ͓5͔ by considering either one or two-dimensional characteristics of the wheel. Kaliszer and Trmal ͓6͔ studied the two-dimensional surface topography generation in a conventional plunge grinding operation. The surface generation mechanism in profile grinding of special purpose molds was investigated by Franse and de Jong ͓7͔. Fawcett and Dow ͓8͔ and Storz and Dow ͓9͔ developed a model for the surface generated during contour grinding, by considering the process as a fly cutting operation using a single tool with radius equal to the nose radius of the wheel. Salisbury et al. ͓10͔ developed a model for workpiece surface texture using the initial workpiece geometry, cutting conditions and wheel topography as the inputs.
Mathematical modeling of surfaces involved description of surfaces either by time-series modeling or by using statistical techniques. DeVor and Wu ͓11͔ used time-series modeling for surface profile characterization. The profile was decomposed into periodic and nonperiodic structures. Pandit and Wu ͓12͔ characterized grinding wheel surface profiles using ARMA models. A twowavelength model for grinding wheel profiles was proposed by Pandit and Sathyanarayana ͓13͔ after identifying the stochastic and deterministic components of a wheel profile using time-series models.
The use of statistics for describing grain positions was proposed by Orioka ͓14͔. Peklenik ͓15,16͔, and Kubo and Peklenik ͓17͔ used autocorrelation functions for describing wheel profiles. Whitehouse ͓18͔ used beta functions for surface typology. Theoretical analysis for obtaining different characteristics of isotropic surfaces has been developed by Longuet-Higgins ͓19͔. Based on this theory, Nayak ͓20͔ developed a technique for determining the distribution of summit heights, density of summit heights, mean surface gradient and mean curvature. Renshaw and Ford ͓21͔ proposed the use of spectral analysis in three-dimensions for surface characterization. Salisbury et al. ͓10͔ used this analysis for characterizing precision-ground computer hard disks. Domala et al.
͓22͔ illustrated the use of spectral techniques for detecting process defects such as wheel out-of-roundness and machine tool vibration from spectra of ground surfaces. You and Ehmann ͓23͔ used the reconstruction property of the inverse Fourier transform to synthesize abrasive surfaces. Spectra of wheel profiles obtained from time-series models were imposed onto the continuous 2-D Fourier spectrum in the direction of the profile and inverse transformed. A different approach for simulating the spectrum is developed in this paper. Frequency characteristics are introduced into the surface by simple manipulations of a basic unit of the frequency spectrum. A few representative basic units are used to simulate the spectrum comprised of several frequencies.
Frequency Components in a Wheel Surface
A wheel surface may be considered to be a two-dimensional spatial function. Fourier transform techniques applied to spatial data will yield the following relation for the Fourier coefficient F( x , y ) for a continuous function:
where S(x c ,y c ) is the continuous surface. Its equivalent in the discrete case is as follows:
S͑x,y ͒e 
The Fourier coefficients are complex numbers of the form a pq ϩib pq , where p and q are the indices associated with the X and Y directions. The surface is decomposed into a set of cosine waves of the form:
where each wave results in a spike at point (p,Ϯq) in the spectrum. The amplitude of a wave can be found from the amplitude of its Fourier coefficient. The wavelength of each wave 
The frequency in the direction of travel pq , is:
The angular direction in which the wave traverses ( p , q ) is:
where (0р( p , q )Ͻ). The phase associated with the wave is given by:
The power spectral density or the power associated with each frequency, P( p , q ), can be obtained by:
where F* is the complex conjugate of F. The magnitude of the power at a particular frequency is the measure of its relative importance.
The three dimensional surface topography map for a 7ϫ1/2ϫ1 Ϫ1/4 grinding wheel ͑type: 32A120-I6VBE͒ was measured using a Mahr-Perthen profilometer connected to an IBM PC and is shown in Fig. 1 . The Fourier amplitude spectrum for the wheel surface shown in Fig. 1 , evaluated using Eqs. ͑1͒-͑8͒, is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 shows numerous peaks indicating that the wheel has a complex spatial structure. Further, the symmetric distribution of peaks about the origin suggests that the wheel surface has similar frequency content in all directions. In other words, the surface is geometrically isotropic. This wheel was measured before truing; truing would add anisotropy. An analysis of the structural composition of the wheel can be performed to understand the role of certain frequencies on the geometry of the wheel surface.
Due to the properties of p and q, it can be shown that in any frequency band ͑an annulus in the xy plane centered at the origin͒ of Fig. 2 , the number of peaks, n, in that band is always a multiple of four. In the limiting case, i.e., when the frequency band is narrowed down to a single frequency, n was either four or zero depending on whether that frequency existed in the Fourier decomposition or not. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the spectrum at a spatial frequency of 4199.5 m
Ϫ1
. The four peaks in the limiting case ͑width of the spatial frequency band is zero͒ are distributed in the four quadrants and are separated exactly by 90 deg as can be seen from Fig. 3͑b͒ . In other words, every peak in a certain quadrant has three other peaks associated with it in the remaining three quadrants, the angle between any two successive peaks being 90 Transactions of the ASME deg. The topographic and contour maps of the wheel surface reconstructed from this set of four Fourier coefficients are shown in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ respectively. These figures clearly show the presence of distinct peaks, and also the texture at the angles at which the peaks occur ͑0 deg/90 deg͒.
The characteristics associated with these Fourier coefficients are listed in Table 1 . From the table, it can be observed that the Fourier coefficients corresponding to the peaks that are separated by 180 deg are complex conjugate pairs. This co-existing set of four Fourier coefficients at a certain frequency may be utilized for understanding a grinding wheel surface. Such a quartet ͑a pair of complex conjugate pairs͒ essentially forms the basic element of the frequency components in a wheel surface. A basic set occurs at a certain frequency and has phases and amplitudes associated with it ͑the phases and amplitudes being determined by the complex numbers in the basic set͒. Therefore, a basic set is completely defined if the orientation, frequency, amplitudes and phases are specified. In short, the frequency components of a wheel surface consist of numerous basic sets. This knowledge can be used to simulate the grinding wheel surface texture through the use of the Fourier inverse transform, which is defined by Eq. ͑10͒. A twodimensional discrete spatial function S(x,y), representing surface heights can be represented by a linear combination of exponentials as:
Reconstruction through inverse Fourier transformations is simply the conversion of the complex Fourier coefficients, obtained by Eq. ͑2͒, into real numbers using Eq. ͑10͒. The reconstruction illustrates how the superposition of spectra with different frequency ranges is reflected in the spatial domain and explains the physical significance of such a superposition. When modeling the grinding wheel surface as a set of Fourier coefficients, it is desired to reduce the number of coefficients to be used. The approach used in this work first divides the Fourier spectrum into an integer number of frequency bands ͑twenty are used herein͒. The power due to all frequency components in each band are summed and assigned to a basic set at the midpoint frequency in the frequency band. This means that the entire variance due to a spatial frequency band is assigned to a single frequency representative of that band. The orientation of the basic set, i.e., the angular position of the four peaks ͑offset by 90 deg͒, is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution. Table 2 lists the generated frequencies of the selected spatial frequency bands, amplitudes, and orientation associated with the first four of the twenty sets used for simulation. The spatial frequencies range from 750 to 5500 m Ϫ1 , which neglects the higher frequencies which have little or no power as seen in Fig. 2 . A complete listing of the generated basic sets used for simulation can be found in Domala ͓23͔ but is not included here due to space considerations.
The spectrum generated using the twenty basic sets, four of which are listed in Table 2 , is displayed in Fig. 5͑a͒ , with the resulting peak positions shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The topographic and contour maps resulting from the reconstruction, via Eq. ͑10͒, of this simulated grinding wheel surface are shown in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒, respectively. These figures show that the peaks and valleys in the simulated grinding wheel surface are randomly distributed, indicating no spatial trend; therefore, the surface is nearly isotropic. The discrete topographic and contour maps of the real grinding wheel surface, reconstructed using every spatial frequency in the same spatial frequency bands used in the simulated case, are shown in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ .
The R a , R q and R max of the real wheel surface were found to be 27, 33 and 176 microns respectively, while the R a , R q and R max of the simulated surface were 19, 24 and 163 microns, respectively. Also, the contour map of the simulated surface compares well with the real surface. Thus, the simulated surface can be a good representation of the real surface, even though only a few frequencies have been utilized. Figures 6͑b͒ and 7͑b͒ also clearly indicate that the contours due to longer wavelengths surround the ones due to shorter wavelengths, indicating that some of the grits are being grouped together. Therefore, the presence of long wavelengths in the surface suggests that a grain clustering phenomenon is occurring in the wheel surface.
Simulation Studies
The simplified grinding wheel model described above can be integrated with a grinding surface texture model, such as that described in Salisbury et al. ͓10͔ , to predict the workpiece surface texture. The results of a simulation experiment to study the effect of different grinding wheel frequency characteristics on final workpiece surface texture are described below.
Three different relationships between the frequency and amplitude on the grinding wheel surface are considered, and their effect on the ground surfaces is investigated. The three cases are listed below:
Case 1: The amplitude is assumed to be a constant function with respect to frequency, i.e., the same amplitude is used for a number of basic sets at different orientations and frequencies. The amplitude A, is maintained a constant at 1.67ϫ10 6 ͑the average of the band amplitudes corresponding to spatial frequency bands of width 50 m Ϫ1 in the range 0-1100 m Ϫ1 for the real wheel surface͒.
Case 2: The amplitude magnitude decreases linearly with respect to frequency while the total power remains the same. The relationship between the amplitude and spatial frequency may be summarized according to the following equation:
Case 3: The amplitude magnitude increases with respect to frequency, again maintaining the same total power. The following equation was used to represent the relationship between frequency, xy and amplitude A: 
A plot depicting the various relationships between peak amplitude and spatial frequency used in the simulations is shown in Fig.  8 . Figure 9 shows the orientation of the basic sets used in the wheel surface simulations. The values assigned to the basic sets for each of the three cases are listed in Table 3 . This table lists the amplitude that corresponds to the sum of the power in a selected frequency band. Again, only four of the twenty basic sets have been included due to space considerations. The entire table can be found in Domala ͓23͔.
The simulated Fourier spectrum for Case 1 is shown in Fig.  10͑a͒ . This figure shows that all the peaks have the same amplitude. The topographic and contour maps of the wheel surface obtained from inverse transforming this spectrum are shown in Figs. 10͑b͒ and 10͑c͒ , respectively. The simulated wheel surface shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ is used as an input to the process model described in Part 1 of this paper. A depth of cut of 150 microns, feed of 0.0127 m/sec, wheel diameter of 175 mm, and wheel speed of 900 rpm were used as cutting conditions. The resulting workpiece surface is shown in Fig. 10͑d͒ . Correspondingly, the simulation results for Case 2 and Case 3 are shown in Figs. 11͑a͒- ͑d͒ and 12͑a͒-͑d͒, respectively. It should be noted that the total power assigned to the basic sets is equivalent for each of the three cases. For Case 1, the variance at all angles and frequencies is the same. If the entire range of frequencies and angles is covered, the reconstructed surface would exhibit what may be regarded as an extreme case of isotropy, analogous to white noise in random signals. The different roughness parameters associated with the simulated wheel and ground surfaces generated in each of these cases is documented in Table 4 .
The influence of higher amplitudes associated with low frequency components can be understood through the Case 2 simulation. The larger amplitudes of the low frequency components leads to greater deviation in the wheel surface heights, hence causing a rougher wheel surface. Via the grinding process simulation, this translates into a rougher workpiece surface. The results from simulations indicate a similar trend, the wheel roughness values being higher at R a ϭ51 m, R q ϭ66 m R max ϭ292 m ͑compared to R a ϭ18 m, R q ϭ25 m R max ϭ178 m for Case 1͒, which lead to higher surface roughness values of R a ϭ27 m, R q ϭ35 m, R max ϭ128 m ͑compared to R a ϭ10 m, R q ϭ13 m R max ϭ56 m obtained in Case 1͒.
In Case 3, since the power assigned to smaller spatial frequencies is lower, and that for the larger spatial frequencies, i.e., near the grit size, is higher, the variance in the wheel surface can be thought of as being distributed mainly among the grits composing the wheel. The simulated wheel surface in Fig. 12͑b͒ shows distinct peaks, which is also clear from its contour map in Fig. 12͑c͒ . The grits appear to be randomly distributed in these figures, while the roughnesses of the wheel surface obtained are: R a ϭ15 m, R q ϭ21 m, R max ϭ118 m. The result of grinding with this simulated wheel surface produces the workpiece surface that is shown in Fig. 12͑d͒ . The roughnesses obtained in this grinding simulation are R a ϭ8 m, R q ϭ10 m, R max ϭ49 m, and are comparable to those obtained in Case 1. A high spatial frequency implies more closely packed grits on the wheel surface. Since the number of cutting edges is increased, more grains are involved in the material removal process and a smoother surface results.
Summary and Conclusions
In Part 1 of this paper, a model was established for surface texture generation in a grinding operation. Part 2 of this paper has been focused on establishing a model for simulating the wheel surface. The wheel surface was decomposed, and characteristic features were identified which were later used for simulating a wheel surface. Comparison with a real wheel surface showed good agreement. Wheel surfaces with prescribed frequency characteristics were generated and used for generating workpiece sur- Fig. 11 Case 2 "a… simulated spectrum "b… simulated wheel surface "c… wheel contour map "d… simulated ground surface Table 4 Roughnesses of simulated wheel and workpiece surfaces faces using the workpiece surface model. The following conclusions may be drawn from the studies made in this paper:
͑1͒ The basic structure of the 3-D Fourier spectrum is a set of two complex conjugate pairs. These basic sets can be used as building blocks for simulating spectra. By assigning values to these complex coefficients at different frequencies and orientations, some desired frequency domain properties can be introduced.
͑2͒ After obtaining real topographic data from a small portion of a grinding wheel, the grinding wheel surface can be adequately modeled in the frequency domain, with little loss in accuracy, by a significantly reduced set of Fourier coefficients. This reduced set can be specified by taking the sum of all power in a given frequency band and assigning it to a single basic set with a random orientation. Based on this frequency domain representation, surface topography for a whole wheel could be generated and subsequently used to predict ground surface topography.
͑3͒ Simulations indicate that the typical grinding wheel frequency characteristic, i.e., decreasing amplitude with respect to frequency, produces significantly rougher surfaces than grinding wheels with uniform amplitude across all frequency bands or increasing amplitude with respect to frequency.
͑4͒ Spectral decompositions of the wheel surface seem to indicate a clustering of grits within the wheel resulting in long wavelengths. This type of grinding wheel surface results in workpieces with larger roughnesses. It would therefore be beneficial to manufacture grinding wheels in which individual grains are bonding more uniformly together instead of clustering. This paper has presented tools that facilitate more detailed investigations of grinding wheel structure and its effect on ground surface texture. For example, the influence of wheel manufacturing methods and truing/dressing techniques on grinding wheel structure is an important topic for future research.
